HAND STRIPPING
YOUR TERRIER
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Combined From an article by Jane Harvey

~

“BBird’s” Grooming Blog

~

and Elizabeth Meigs

This information is addressed to terrier owners who are considering hand stripping
their terrier rather than clipping, and are not sure quite what to expect. Because
hand stripping is a very different process than clipping and scissoring, the
grooming result will also be quite different. Hopefully, the following information
will explain what it’s all about, and help to dispell its myth and stigma.

THE HISTORY OF THE TERRIER COAT
A terrier's coat was originally its natural defense against predators which lived underground. Terriers
were bred to work prickly hedgerows chasing these predators which had large claws to dig underground.
So, the terrier who hunted them had to have a specialized protective coat. Should the dog be attacked,
this coat had hair that would come out easily, leaving the dog unharmed. So huntsmen selected a special
non‐moulting coat that became the terrier's defense against burrs, brambles, thorns, and the predators
it was bred to hunt.
Today very few Terriers hunt predators that live underneath the ground. Nor do they hunt in the thick
undergrowth of hedgerows and prickles. However, in the modern world the Terrier's coat has become
an integral part of their breed type. With no predators or thick undergrowth to pull the coat out, the
method of hand stripping was developed as an extension of a natural moulting process. Terriers do not
naturally moult. So their coats do not fall out all over your clothes and carpet. Rather, the older coat
has to be 'tugged' out. This process of tugging the old coat out is called “hand stripping”. If you decide
to hand strip your terrier, you will be rewarded with maintaining a beautiful coat, free from irritations.

UNDERSTANDING THE PROCESS
Most terriers are non-shedding dogs. Harsh coated terriers, such as the Airedale, Wire Fox, Irish, Norwich,
Norfolk, Border, Cairn, West Highland (Westie), Scottish, and Welsh Terriers have double coats. Their
coats generally consist of two types of hair; the softer undercoat, and the longer wire top coat. Hand
stripping is a process by which dead hair is pulled out either by hand or a stripping knife. This process
allows for a new wire coat to come in, thus maintaining the color and texture of the coat. The wire hair
has a cycle in which it thickens and darkens as it starts to grow.
Each hair follicle supports a single hard outer hair and several soft finer hairs that form the supporive
undercoat. The characteristic rich color and hard texture is formed by the outer hairs. As these hairs
reach their maximum length and become old, they become thin, soft and faded at the roots. More of
the softer hairs push their way out of the hair follicle. The purpose of hand stripping is to remove the
old faded hairs so that new growth can occur, and to muck out excess fuzzy undergrowth that jams the
hair follicle. What's left after the handstripping is an even colored, even textured undercoat until a new
set of wire hair comes in.
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HAND CLIPPING & HAND STRIPPING
You may wonder what is the difference between handstripping and clipping. The main
difference is coat texture and coloring of the hair. As mentioned above, when a coat is clipped, the
dead top coat doesn't get removed from the roots, and a new coat is unable to come in. Instead, it
loses its texture and color with each clipping.
When hand stripped, the body coat not only looks good, but it is also very healthy. Hand stripping
removes the old loose coat, leaving the new body coat behind. If however you clip the dog all over, you
cut the old hairs, leaving their roots within the follicles of the skin. This can irritate the dog and be a
primary cause of eczema in a terrier.
When the coat is not refreshed by stripping out the old, several things happen: 1) The coat will lose
color and become faded. 2) The ratio of soft undercoat to hard wire hair will be altered so that texture
is lost. 3) The hair follicles become plugged up with fine hairs and oily sebum. This can even lead to
skin problems, such as the pimples or "acne" that is often found in many terriers. If the hair is clipped
or cut rather than pulled out, the growth of harsh new coat is inhibited, and the entire coat can become
faded and soft. In some breeds, such as Wire Fox Terriers, the once clearly defined black & brown
markings on the jacket & head eventually becomes almost pure white with soft undercoat.

MORE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CLIPPING & HAND STRIPPING

• Hand stripping requires considerably more time than grooming with clippers. This means it will
cost a lot more to have it done professionally. This is also a reason that many professional groomers
decline to offer the service. Hand stripping is a very specialized service that does not fit well with a high
volume grooming operation. Hand stripping is very picky work! The upside to this process is that your
dog (in most cases), will not need to visit the groomer as often as it would if clipped.
• The end result of hand stripping requires hair growth. Although a hand stripped grooming can
include considerable "tidying up" overall, when major work is done on any one area, it may look ratty
until the new growth comes in. This does NOT bother the dog, and is totally normal. I tell my clients
“you hand strip a dog for the way it’ll look in about a week or two, NOT for the way it’ll look
when it leaves my grooming table.” Clipped and scissored grooming will deliver a consistent finished
result; hand stripping is a work in progress.
• Results of hand stripping can vary from groom to groom. If your dog is being worked on regularly,
your groomer may be prioritizing different areas on different visits. For example, sometimes the jacket
is focused on, and other times the head needs the major attention. The rest of the body is then “rolled”
or tidied up.
• Full stripping, "staging" the coat, and "rolling" the coat. A "full strip" is generally when the coat has
completely grown out and the groomer takes it all off, down to the fuzzy stuff. Some groomers call this
"stripping to the underwear." If the dog does not have much underwear, it can be rather bald. In 2-3
weeks the dog will look great, but walking out of the grooming establishment he/she can look rather
“mangy". "Staging" the coat is often done in preparation for a presentation on a certain date, such as
a dog show or grooming competition. In this format, different parts of the coat are stripped along a
schedule, so that everything is at the right length on the big day. "Rolling" the coat is how dogs that are
being campaigned on the show circuit are groomed to maintain the desired appearance. Show grooming
requires at least weekly working of the coat. That way, there is always a layer of new growth coming in.
IN THE END...
If you decide to hand strip your pet terrier, you will be rewarded with a beautiful, clear colored coat, free
from irritations. Your dog will show case the natual colors and textures his/her coat is meant to have.
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SAMPLES OF HAND STRIPPED VS. CLIPPED TERRIERS
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Photos 1 & 2 are of the same Welsh Terrier.
#1 is clipped. #2 is hand stripped.
Take note of the wire texture & rich color in #2.
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Photos 3 & 4 are of two different Wire Fox Terriers.
#3 is clipped. #4 is hand stripped. The saddle & mask in #3
are barely visible, compared to the vivid color & texture In #4.
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Photos 5 & 6 are of the same Cairn Terrier.
#5 is badly overgrown. #6 is after hand stripping.
That bristly wire hair makes him look just like “Toto”

Photos 7 - 8 - 9 are of the same Border Terrier.
#7 is an overgrown “blown” coat. #8 & 9 are after hand stripping.
WOW! Quite a difference in color & texture. Handsome boy!
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From Shaggy Dog To Show Dog!
Photos 10 - 11 - 12 - 13 - 14 are of the same Rough Coat Jack Russell Terrier.
#10 & 12 are showing an extremely overgrown “blown” coat. #11 - 13 - 14 are after hand stripping. Hard to believe
it’s the same dog! He has spots & markings that would have all but disappeared if he had been clipped.
Photos by Elizabeth Meigs
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